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Record Greenhouse Gas Levels Impact Atmosphere and Oceans

**Figure 3.** Globally averaged CO$_2$ mole fraction (a) and its growth rate (b) from 1984 to 2013. Differences in successive annual means are shown as shaded columns in (b).

**Figure 4.** Globally averaged CH$_4$ mole fraction (a) and its growth rate (b) from 1984 to 2013. Differences in successive annual means are shown as shaded columns in (b).

**Figure 5.** Globally averaged N$_2$O mole fraction (a) and its growth rate (b) from 1984 to 2013. Differences in successive annual means are shown as shaded columns in (b).
Audubon's Birds and Climate Change Report

314 Species on the Brink

Shrinking and shifting ranges could imperil nearly half of U.S. birds within this century.

Baird's Sparrow

By 2080, this grassland bird is expected to lose 100 percent of its current breeding range.

See the climate forecast map »
More Than Half Of U.S. Bird Species Threatened By Climate Change
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A Baltimore oriole perches near apple blossoms in Mendota Heights, Minn.